
2023 Polaris RANGER SP 530 Ranger

$15,995 Drive Away

Category: New
Kilometres: 1 kms
Colour: Green
Transmission: CVT
Body:
Drive Type:
Fuel Type: Petrol
Engine: 567 cc
Reg Plate: Unregistered
Cylinders: 1 cylinders
Stock #: P255957
VIN: 3NSMAA5A3PE255957 

Dealer: West Coast Polaris
Address: 270 Pinjarra Road, Mandurah, Western Australia 6210
Phone: 08 9535 8822

Dealer Comments

All new Ranger SP530!! We are a family business located just 70kms south of Perth.

DESIGNED TO WORK HARD AND FUN TO DRIVE.

The RANGER SP 530 is the optimal 2-person utility side-by-side entry platform. When theres work to be done, it
makes hauling and towing fast and easy thanks to class-leading capability. This workhorse is equipped with
features you need to get the job done, and maximum comfort you desire for successful days on the trails or around
your property.

GREAT FOR WORK

The RANGER SP 530 has the hauling power you need for jobs big and small. The standard 50mm hitch receiver
can tow up to 680.4kg with a 226.8kg dump box, so you can efficiently transport more tools or supplies. A new
single-handle tailgate allows for quick and easy access to dump mulch, logs and other cargo from the box.

PERFECT ON ANY TERRAIN

Get instant traction thanks to the True On-Demand All-Wheel Drive, which provides power to all four wheels when
traction loss is detected, for safe maneuvering over rocky, wet and muddy terrain. The Ranger SP 530 is also easy
on the lawn due to the specialized Turf Mode, which unlocks the rear differential for easier and tighter turns that
keep your lawn in top condition.

ALL-DAY COMFORT

Confidently soak up rough terrain with 25.4cm of independent rear suspension travel and rise over obstacles with
28cm of ground clearance, delivering the smoothest ride in mid-size utility. Enjoy the added convenience and
comfort with an adjustable tilt steering wheel.



* If the price does not contain the notation that it is "Drive Away No More to Pay", the price may not include additional costs, such as stamp duty and other government
charges. Please confirm price and features with the seller of the vehicle.
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